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Examination in Advanced Analog Design
2008-05-23 at 8:00 – 13:00

The total number of points for this exam is 30 and to pass the exam at least 15 points are
required. The exercises are not structured in any particular order.

Material allowed during the examination:

• Lecture Notes: Advanced Analog Design, J. Piper, R. Strandberg, F. Tillman, 2007/
2008

• Calculator

Reminder I: Answer each question with an elaborate and logical solution followed by a
brief and precise answer.

Reminder II: Write your name and grade (e.g. Severiano Ballesteros E73) on each sheet
of paper.

Distribute your time wisely.
Focus on collecting as many points as possible.
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Examination in Advanced Analog Design 2008-05-23 at 8:00 – 13:00
1 What are the ABCD parameters for this transimpedance amplifier? (2p)

2 Figure shows a current source. What is the spectral density function of the output
current noise in the information band where |1/jωC| << R?. (1p)

3 Comment on the design criteria for the bias currents in the input stage, the
intermediate stage and the output stage. (1p)

4 You have designed an amplifier and found from calculations the theoretical loop
poles p1 = -1Mrad/s and p2 = -3Mrad/s. When investigated in lab you find the step
response according to the figure below.

a) Give approximated locations for the system poles,  and . (2p)

b) At what position should you put the zero of a phantom-zero compensation to have
a Butterworth system? (1p)
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5

a) Identify the bias sources in the circuit and motivate why the implementation
chosen is the best. (3p)

b) Give expressions for output voltage and current clipping limits if R1 = R2. (2p)

6 The nullor is implemented using an operational amplifier and some extra
transistors. Assume that the input noise of the operational amplifier is vn1 and in1.
Investigate the noise properties of the amplifier in the figure below.

a) Write down all the noise sources and transform them to a single current noise
source, ieq, at the input of the amplifier. (2p)

b) Write the power spectral density function, Sieq. (1p)

c) Assuming the operational amplifier has a ASCE input stage from which all input
noise is generated, calculate SNR using the following data: |is| = 100µA single
sinusodial within the information bandwidth
The input transistors are biased to IC1a=IC1b=1mA,
RL = 10kΩ, R1 = 100Ω, R2 = 1kΩ, Rs = 5kΩ,

q = As, kT = J, VBE = 0,6V, βf = 200, rb = 10Ω, VT = 0,025V.
Information bandwidth is 1MHz. (ASCE = Differential Common Emitter stage
bipolar trans.) (3p)
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7 The two stage voltage amplifier should be compensated using the pole-zero
cancellation technique.

a) Give an analytical expression for the loop gain Aβ(0), and the loop poles, p1, p2
(2p)

b) Find the numerical values of Aβ(0), and the loop poles, p1, p2 using the attached
data. (0,5p)

Transistors: IC1a=IC1b=200µA, IC2 = 750µA
ωT1 = 20Grad/s, ωT2 = 60Grad/s

VT = 0,025V, βf = 200, ro =
R1 = 1kΩ, R2 = 9kΩ and RL = 5kΩ

c) Draw the root locus of the compensated system. The root locus must contain the
loop poles before and after the compensation has been applied. The high
frequency pole should be cancelled. You should also indicate the position of the
system poles after a successful compensation for MFM transfer. (2p)

d) Show where the compensation network is connected in the signal schematic.
(0,5p)

e) Determine the values of the compensation components (1p)

8 A transadmittance amplifier is to be designed using a ASCE-CE configuration.
There is for the moment no restriction on bandwidth or demand for compensation
but total supply current should be kept to a minimum. The HD2 should be better

than -96dB. The required output signal swing is into the load RL = 1kΩ.

mA/V, βf = 200, VT = 0,025V. The input signal is a voltage source of 1V

in series with Rs = 1kΩ.

a) Assuming m1a = 0,3 calculate HD2 if loop gain may be estimated to the maximum
value. (1p)

b) Design the amplifier using BJTs and derive an expression for the actual loop gain.
(1p)

c) Calculate the bias currents to meet the specified HD2 (2p)

d) Calculate THD using only second and third order harmonics. (2p)
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